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I hear frequently that the Soul is superior to the body. This argument on it's own was created by 

Christianity. From the same Christian pastors and Priests, who, irrespective of their claims of 

the "Holy Spirit of Da Lawd" being superior to the "Sword", of course, holocausted materially all 

Pagan people they could, raped babies for centuries in huge numbers for their perverted meat 

between their cripply looking legs, and filled their huge tummies with all the world's gluttony 

combined, just to make sure to go to the 'next life' that they sought so greatly, being overweight 

even during times where there was general famine on the planet. 
 

These people also created the division between body and soul, or material and spiritual, to 

make the populace dumb to their materialistic plots and criminal mafia, that instead of cocaine, 

deals 'muh jesu krist' through the brand of a jew that is the drug dealer, Rabbi jesus, as a 

domain of the general gang of thieves, the jews, who usurp the wealth and very life of all nations 

on earth. This is just like a mafia that points on irrelevant causes whenever they are caught 

about their crimes. 
 

The first understanding of the division between material and spiritual, was created by the above 

criminals and swine. This divided man and destroyed him essentially.  
 

There is no point in comparing your eyeball to your hand in terms of usefulness, you need both. 

Both are important, and you need both. 
 

The fact that you can survive a danger by sacrificing your hand (Ie, one can die physically and 

salvage their soul) or that if one can pluck their eye to save their hand, is fully irrelevant to the 

importance and function for both. As in one case one remains blind, and in the other, amputated 

or disabled. Both of which are disastrous situations.  
 

The body is actually a sanctuary for the Soul not just a mere cloth. Many people also say that 

the Soul can persist after death. This is only true insofar people meditate and advance, in which 

case, the soul is made more important than the thin astral air it is otherwise. And this due to 

work. For many people out there, this is not the case.  

 

The Gods have compassion and help as much as they can, as spiritually superior beings, but 

still, they do this because naturally, the soul withers away. The Egyptians called it "The Second 

Death", a death which is final, and one from which, one is legit dead and dissolves back to the 

ether. This is not the mortal death, but the spiritual death that comes when one is spiritually 

ignorant and never works on their soul. 

 

Indeed, many people say, "but after I die, I am still alive as a soul". Another place where the 

importance of the body is highlighted is at birth. One is generated and comes into the world from 

a process that is simply miraculous. And starts existing. The only things one knows as a baby is 

actually the material things necessary for survival. And it's this material existence that largely 

defines us. Not entirely, but largely.  

 

Many people do ignore the material existence because they like to pretend Disney and 

whatever in their own mind, and keep themselves lied about their own situations, or for other 
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reasons. This is mostly done in places where people have the freedom to like, theorize about 

bullshit because they have become spoiled brats who proclaim large words about 'spirituality' all 

the time, such as 'all humans are just soul', 'I am a soul just in a body, and body doesn't matter', 

'race doesn't matter, one love' etc.  
 

Ironically this spoil-bratted-ness doesn't come from being 'spiritually advanced' or 

knowledgeable, but because of over-delving in the material realm of the 21st century, of drugs, 

of deception, and of many movies, and thinking they are spiritually because they shitted 

themselves once in a DMT trip. 

 

But the truth is plain and simple, the material realm is equal of importance, same as the material 

body, to the spiritual existence. If one observed nature and meditated, one would not have any 

of these illusions about life. One needs to observe the existence of other animals too.  
 

The material realm is also the setting stone, ironically, for the spiritual realm. One understands 

the need for spirituality through friction of this very material world. It's by no coincidence many of 

you here have had friction with the material world to come here. Many people come here asking 

how to do a death spell, how to get rich, and how all sorts of other things. There are also cases 

where people fed up with their materialism reaching huge levels, do seek higher meaning. But 

man seeks spirit from friction with the material.  
 

It's when one is confronted with these unsolvable riddles that one starts to consider if they have 

higher powers than the ordinary. 
 

If I said the body is superior, it would be valid logically. But it's invalid when it comes to 

REALITY AS A WHOLE, of course, and everyone here knows this. But notice the jewish fallacy 

here is to always divide the realms and judge them individually for no reason. Spiritual and 

Material are mirrors of one another. 
 

With the enemy, and their curses, and their damnation of the human soul, the two were divided 

into two alien elements to one another. The enemy is the author of this doctrine and I do not 

have to advocate for it, and say plastering words about the soul being so superior etc. So 

people like us naturally sided with the spiritual side, because we understand it's value and lack 

from this world and ourselves, while the cattle has sided on the material side.  
 

But in a world that was normal (this is the world we are creating) neither of these levels have to 

be neglected, compared negatively, and be put in any opposition. We have to do our best to 

merge these in our understanding. 
 

The body is important because it's the house and manifestor of spiritual essences in a 

meaningful way. The body is not some mere shell, it's a vital organ of the Soul, without which, 

the soul withers and dies away after a time.  
 

But if we are also to say that the soul is superior, that would also be valid, because equally, the 

lack of a soul, withers away the body, robs the vitality, and kills a person. Notice many people in 

civilization are aware of this, they internally feel dead, and this is the case, they *ARE* dead and 

fully spiritually drained.  
 



This is like saying "Is the brain or the heart more important?". This is the same scientific fallacy 

that is being done all the time. All vital organs are equally interesting, in their own ways. And if 

one removes the heart or the brain permanently, or damage them, they are done equally.  

 

A person can exist with zero access to their soul, and that is how many people exist out there. 

They have a soul, but it's nowhere really. They live basically on a sealed and feeble, almost 

dead, spiritual body. This proves that beings can, and this is tragic, do exist without any 

awareness of their soul, or even 'need' of their soul. They cannot exist fully without it, but they 

can exist in a state that is soulless. 

 

In the Ancient Egyptian texts, it says that humanity will lose it's sight and 3rd eye if the 

generations continue to decay. The Wadjet Eye of the Egyptians is literally the shape of a sliced 

human brain. In where, there is the Pineal Gland. They literally tell you where this third eye is 

too, they do not pretend it's some spiritual bullshit. Plus, if this gland was to go extinct from 

Humans, we would lose our faculties spiritually, in the same way one that loses their vocal 

chords loses the ability to speak. From there on, it's a matter of time to forget speaking.  
 

The "We were souls" crowd, keeps reiterating how important it is that we are a 'soul'. If this is 

the superior thing then why doesn't the same crowd cut their heads off, but rather, lives a very 

pseudo-spiritual life, full of materialism, greed and usury? Or just material denial that is fully 

unrelated to spirituality? 

 

As for those that say that "We were body", why do these people so frivolously deny the 

existence of a higher spiritual matter, eventhough it's proven there are dimensions above the 

observable one? This is also proven by how many people on the planet just grovel about 

religion all the time. Cats, dogs, and other creature do not build shrines, nor they contemplate 

anything directly spiritual. Humans do. Of course this can be turned to pointless superstition, but 

still, like the need to drink water proves we need it, the same is proven by the need of 'religion'. 

Man needs this, at least, to exist, in a form in their life. But its not more important than biological 

needs for the striking majority of people.  
 

Everyone can be an animal, shit, eat, sleep, and breathe air. But not many people can engage 

in spiritual practice or become spiritual beings. If one enforced the stopping of meditation, only 

those who were already spiritual would revolt. Those who were not would not understand the 

loss. But if you impose restriction of food and water, then people immediately wake up and 

revolt to this fact. While humans exist here, the only sensible understanding generated by the 

two eyes is this very material world we live in. This is undeniable. Yet this doesn't disprove 

man's spiritual nature or anything, but it should show the importance of this world. 
 

The jew is the lord of hiding to people, like a deceiver, what is of this world, and what of the 

spiritual world. 
 

Clearly both people are tied into the same jewish dualism and hegelian confusion.  
 

Satan has always been called the God of this World. "This World" is the material realm, and 

what is the material realm, is just the sum of the higher realms. Satan has been credited as 

being the source of sexual energy, procreation, food and beverage, and everything living and 

natural, in the form of the Goat, which was Pan in Ancient Greece, and then was villified in the 



thing with the hoofs that came out of a jew's turded brain to villify Pan who was actually indeed 

glorious.  
 

This is why PAN means "EVERYTHING", and GOD PAN means "GOD OF EVERYTHING" in 

Ancient Greek. Pan also means "MOST HIGH", above all. And is the lord of nature.  
 

Pan is the riddle of doing all the physical things, but he is also the king of the spiritual Gods. 

Simply because Pan is like the natural forces, which govern all other Gods, above and below. 

From this also came that Satan leads all the Demons, which is real, but was terraformed later. 

Satan, or Truth, does indeed, rule the Demons, or the Natural forces. Satya or Truth is the truth 

of existence. 
 

Satan and the Gods have physical bodies and they know the woes we are undergoing in this 

eternal rotar, as advanced lifeforms, that cannot really fully advance. So they gave us the 

Magnum Opus, the internal alchemical arts, or simply put, spirituality. Spirituality builds on top of 

the fact we are human, and the natural laws (physical and spiritual) that govern us.  

 
"Spiritual advancement" is the sum of the advancement in the material body (Hatha, 

Pranayama, Kundalini Yoga, physical exercise, setting the joints straight), the mental body 

(thought, self awareness, knowledge), the intermediate level (Chakras, who are both on the soul 

and glands on the material body and centers of soul), and on the spiritual (The auric field, the 

consciousness, projection of the soul, handling the invisible energies).  
 

The finalizing of this process is where one is able to save themselves spiritually (not die in the 

astral) but the last level of this is saving the material body, since it's bonded with the, after 

practice, immortal soul. The jewish egregore Jehovah gets scared shitless at first when humans 

(Goyim Gentiles) eat from the Tree of Knowledge (just knowing about spirituality) but for the fact 

that humans may also eat from the other Tree of Life (Magnum Opus) on which, they will turn 

back and destroy the alien hive hiding behind this 'religion'.  
 

Until this process is complete the Gods salvage us and send us back, where we continue from 

where we left of. And they can do this because they are extremely advanced in all levels, but 

because they are also physical and understand the vanity pit that we are into with going all the 

way round and round. If they were only 'spiritual', they would have not given us the Magnum 

Opus, nor the Internet to find info faster, nor would they have instructed to create civilizations 

like Egypt and other spiritual civilizations to keep the knowledge alive, and so forth.  
 

Ironically, it's through the 'material prison' that one finds their freedom. And the Gods want us to 

better ourselves, become great, and break this material prison imposed by the jews so that 

people cannot find the truth. 
 

Many people do not understand what this statement really means. In the internal Alchemy, the 

major understandings of a spiritual nature do not only come from the 'heavens' but also, 

observation of the earth. These eternal truths are all around us, and especially in nature as well. 

Spiritual revelation cannot come unless one has a very solid understanding of the physical 

realm.  

 
The earth is equally important as the heavens.  



 

The rules of natural decay, for example, are around us. We see beings get born and dying. We 

may even witness our own death throughout lives, and then understand, that we may be more 

than this, but essentially, we are not more than the animal world.  
 

Which leads people to the only sensible conclusion, as given by the Gods, to spiritually 

advance.  
 

Spiritual Satanism is essentially a war against death, decay, decadence, meaninglessness, and 

corruption. This is also why we fight the enemy as part of this general war of man to advance 

and survive. 
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 
 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Death, Soul and Body, and Spiritual Advancement 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Aug 19, 2018 1:16 am 

That is literally the point of Buddhism. The Buddhist regime removed all spiritual knowledge 

from the population even executing whole mass of ancient Hindu's to do this. And people still 

pretend this is a spiritual program. 
 

 

Hoodedcobra666 wrote:The Egyptians called it "The Second Death", a death which is final, 

and one from which, one is legit dead and dissolves back to the ether. This is not the mortal 

death, but the spiritual death that comes when one is spiritually ignorant and never works on 

their soul. 
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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